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Alkali halide clusters are interesting model systems that can provide information about how
crystal properties evolve. To study these properties, a high-resolution atmospheric pressure
inlet time-of-flight mass spectrometry (APi-TOF-MS) study of the sequential sodium halides
series, Cl− (NaCl)n and Br− (NaBr)m , has been reported, and the viability of the APi-TOFMS equipped with an electrospray ionization source in determining cluster compositions has
been demonstrated. The isotopic patterns were well resolved, as n=4 and 7 were determined
to be the magic numbers for Cl− (NaCl)n clusters, which were particularly abundant in the
mass spectra. A global minimum search based on density functional theory enabled basin
hopping yield the most stable structures for the mentioned series. The structures exhibit
several distinct motifs which can be roughly categorized as linear chain, rock salt, and hexagonal ring. This work provides an effective way to discover and elucidate the nonstoichiometry
sodium halide clusters. These clusters possess very high vertical detachment energies and
are generally called as superhalogens, which play important roles in chemistry because they
are widely used in the synthesis of new classes of charge-transfer salts.
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localization” transition in the size evolution of clusters
or with variations in the chemical composition [7]. Additionally, halogen rich X− (MX)n anionic clusters with
an excess halogen anion allow us to trace how the delocalization of the extra charge from the added X− affects
the geometries and electronic structures of these species
[8].

I. INTRODUCTION

Alkali-halide clusters have long served as model systems in the study of the connection between the finitesize molecules and bulk crystals due to their typical
ionic-bonding character [1]. These clusters provide an
excellent chance to study the appearance of condensedmatter properties and to study how crystals grow [2].
Sodium halides exist in the Polar Regions and the sea
surface, as active halogens are released through complex
chemical cycles that remove ozone from the troposphere
[3, 4].
Apart from forming stoichiometric (MX)n clusters, alkali-halides also enable the formation of nonstoichiometric (Mn X or MXn ) clusters by adding single or multiple excess electrons, where, M=alkali metal
atom, X=halogen nonmetal [5, 6]. Non-stoichiometric
clusters have been of great interest as prototypes for the
study of a possible “metal-insulator” or “delocalization-

Various alkali-halide clusters [1, 8−23] have been investigated using secondary-ion mass spectrometry [9],
time-of-flight measurements [8, 10, 21], ion mobility experiments [15, 17, 20], photoelectron spectroscopy [11,
13, 16, 18, 19, 24], and quantum chemistry models
[11, 17, 25−28]. Bloomfield and co-workers have extensively studied alkali-halide clusters with excess electrons in both metal rich and nonmetal rich species [1,
24, 29−35]. There are relatively few studies on NaBr
clusters, with the exception of Boldyrev et al. who studied the smallest MX2 − (M=Li, Na; X=Cl, Br, I) anions
through negative ion photoelectron spectroscopy and
theoretical investigations [21]. They found that these
anions possess very high electron detachment energies,
and therefore, are called as superhalogens.
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In this work, to understand these species from microscopic morphologies, we report a high-resolution atmospheric pressure interface time-of-flight mass spec729
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trometry (APi-TOF-MS, Tofwerk AG) study on the
sodium-halide anion clusters, X− (NaX)n (X=Cl and
Br). Mass spectrometry (MS) cannot directly provide the structural information and determine the stabilization energy, which is different from infrared spectroscopy (IR) and photoelectron spectroscopy (PES).
However, MS could demonstrate the magic-numbered
alkali-halide clusters from their relative intensity.
This work is the first observation of these species
(X− (NaX)n ) using an electrospray ionization (ESI)
source, and the fact that Cl− (NaCl)n species show different mass patterns from the Br− (NaBr)n species reflect the subtle differences in the solution phase nucleation processes for these two salt solutions, which are
normally assumed to be identical.
II. EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL METHODS
A. Experimental method

The experiments were carried out using a highresolution atmospheric pressure interface time-of-flight
mass spectrometry (APi-TOF-MS, Tofwerk AG). The
commercial apparatus has good accuracy, resolution
and sensitivity. It can sample naturally charged ions
directly from ambient air without any chemical or electronic manipulation, and it can also couple to external
ionization methods to be assistant in the detection of
the desired ions [36].
To observe the difference in the nucleation growth of
alkali-halides in the solution phase, the cluster series
of Cl− (NaCl)n (n=0−11) and Br− (NaBr)m (m=0−8)
were produced using a self-built electrospray ionization (ESI) source from solutions of NaCl and NaBr
(∼0.1 mmol/L) in a mixed solvent of CH3 OH:H2 O=2:1
(volume ratio), respectively, at a high voltage bias of
−2.0 kV. The APi-TOF-MS can be configured to measure either positive or negative ions and can be run in
either of two modes, V or W, which represent the flight
path of the ions inside the instrument. The negative and
shorter flight path mode (V) was used in this work. The
desired anions formed by the ESI source were guided by
two quadruple ion guides and an ion lens stack and detected using an MCP detector. A detailed description
of this instrument has been given elsewhere [36].
B. Computational methods

Initially, we used basin-hopping (BH) algorithms
with metropolis sampling and local optimization techniques to search the structures of the atomic clusters.
This method has been successfully employed to explore
structures of nano-clusters [37−39]. The setup distance
between the atoms or molecules is an important parameter for Monte Carlo sampling because too large or
too small distance will result in the failure of the structural optimization. We modified the searching program
based on the previous version to better use the density
DOI:10.1063/1674-0068/26/06/729-738
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functional theory (DFT)-BH code on the alkali-halide
clusters with ionic bonding character.
We performed an extensive search for the global
minimum structures of Cl− (NaCl)n (n=0−11) and
Br− (NaBr)m (m=0−8) clusters using the modified
basin-hopping (BH) method coupled with DFT. To generate the isomer populations in the initial BH search,
the gradient-corrected Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)
[40] exchange-correlation functional and the double numerical polarized (DNP) basis set with effective core
potentials (ECPs) as implemented in the DMol3 code
[41] were used with a medium level convergence criterion.
More than 200 structures were sampled. The isomers
for each cluster were ranked according to their relative
energies for further optimization at higher levels. The
low-lying isomers in each case were further optimized
using the B3LYP functional with the 6-311+G∗ basis
set [42] for sodium chloride clusters and the CRENBL
ECP basis set for the sodium bromide clusters, implemented in the Gaussian 09 package [43]. Single point
energy calculations were performed at a higher level of
theory, such as MP2/6-311++G∗∗ and MP2/CRENBL
ECP for the NaCl and NaBr clusters, respectively. Harmonic vibrational frequencies were calculated to confirm that the lowest-energy isomers are the true minima.
The validity and accuracy of the theoretical methods
were confirmed by comparison of the calculated geometries with the available experimental values and previous calculations.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Time-of-flight mass spectrometry

The self-made ESI source and the APi-TOF-MS
work very well together. Using this technique, we
have obtained spectra for the nonstoichiometric clusters, X− (NaX)n X=Cl, Br, as shown in Fig.1 and Fig.2.
1. Cl− (NaCl)n clusters

Sequential Cl− (NaCl)n clusters patterns are shown
in Fig.1 (a), (d), and (e). The spectra have low background noise levels, which makes it possible to accumulate large signals. The isotopic patterns of halogen
rich Cl− (NaCl)n were well resolved. For high resolution
mass spectrometry, well-resolved isotopic patterns are
an effective way of identifying the elements by checking
the relative abundance. The signals begin at m/z≈35
and 37 with systematic mass increase of ∼58 amu for the
main peaks. We can readily assign the peaks to the Cl−
bare ions due to the isotopic abundance ratio (3:1), and
the mass difference of ∼58 amu is the NaCl unit. Following the Cl− cluster, a high intensity signal appeared
at m/z≈93, 95, and 97, with a relative isotopic abundance ratio of 9:6:1, which is in agreement with the clusc
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FIG. 1 The MS spectra of Cl− (NaCl)n , n=0−12 clusters generated using an ESI source equipped on a APi-TOF-MS. The
dominant peaks in the m/z range below 400 (a) are the smaller Cl− (NaCl)n clusters. The larger clusters are observed
above 400 (d, e) with relatively weaker intensities. The identification was based on the exact m/z and verified using
matching isotopic distributions, as observed in (b, c) showing the measured and theoretical isotopic features of Cl− (NaCl)4 ,
respectively.

ter containing two chlorine atoms, Cl− (NaCl)1 . Similarly, the signal peaks of the Cl− (NaCl)2 cluster, with
three Cl atoms, are observed at m/z≈151, 153, 155,
and 157 with an isotopic distribution ratio of 27:27:9:1.
We can expect that the ions containing four chlorine
atoms, Cl− (NaCl)3 , for any structure, will have five resolved isotopic peaks with a mutual interval of 2 amu.
For the halogen rich alkali-halide clusters, a rule can be
determined that species containing n chlorine atoms will
yield n+1 isotopic features, and the isotopic abundance
ratios can be obtained from the binomial expansion theorem.
To verify the accuracy of the mass spectra results of
the Cl− (NaCl)n clusters for n up to 12, we compared
the experimental results with the theoretical mass spectra. Take Cl− (NaCl)4 for example, details of the isotopic abundances and distributions for the Cl− (NaCl)4
cluster are shown in Fig.1(b) and compared with the
theoretical spectra (Fig.1(c)). The comparison shows
that the experimental results are in excellent agreement with the theoretical data, ∼0.04 Th difference.
The isotopic abundances and distributions for all of the
Cl− (NaCl)n species for n=1−11 are in great agreement
with the theoretical data.
DOI:10.1063/1674-0068/26/06/729-738

A previous study [1] showed the Cl− (NaCl)n clusters
and the analogy Cl− (KCl)n species clusters [2] are particularly abundant at n=4, 13, and 22, corresponding
to the particularly stable cuboid ionic arrangements of
3×3×1, 3×3×3, and 3×3×5, respectively. Due to the
decrease in the resolution, we did not observe clusters
larger than n>12. However, for the smaller clusters,
anomalies in the cluster intensities appeared not only at
n=4 but also at n=7. The peak intensities of the magic
number n=7 are obviously larger than the neighboring
two clusters (Fig.1(d)), suggesting that the highly symmetrical structures may make more stable clusters.
2. Br− (NaBr)m clusters

The mass spectra of Br− (NaBr)m clusters are detected for the first time. The isotopic features are also
well resolved and the main mass distribution is up to
∼1000 amu, as shown in Fig.2 (a) and (d). Similarly to
the Cl− (NaCl)n clusters, the main signals from Br− appeared at m/z≈79 and 81 with a relative isotopic abundance ratio of 1:1. Additionally, the entire species show
a systematic mass increase of ∼102 amu (NaBr unit).
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FIG. 2 The MS spectra of Br− (NaBr)m , m=1−8 series for different drift voltages 3 kV (a) and 2 kV (d,e) produced by
the ESI source. The identification was made based on the exact m/z, and verified using matching isotopic distributions, as
observed in (b) and (c) showing the measured and theoretical isotopic features for Br− (NaBr)5 . (f) is the impurity isotopes
for the other series between m=6 and 7.

Due to the larger atomic weight, only eight NaBr units
are observed. The Br− (NaBr)1 cluster showed three
isotopic features at m/z≈181, 183, and 185, and the
relative isotopic abundance ratio was 1:2:1. Similarly,
the species containing n bromine atoms will yield n+1
isotopic peaks with a mutual interval of 2 amu. To verify the accuracy of the assigned clusters, an identification was made based on the exact m/z, and verified by
matching the isotopic distributions for the Br− (NaBr)5
cluster, which can be seen in Fig.2(b). The zoomed
in experimental data for Br− (NaBr)5 , which clearly
show each peak positions at m/z 588.3917, 590.3985,
592.3875, 594.3925, 596.4384, 598.3725, and 600.4015,
are in good agreement with the theoretical results.
Different from its chlorine analogue, the peak intensity of Br− (NaBr)1 is the most prominent among the
Br− (NaBr)m species, almost three times more abundant than the bare Br− anions. The peak intensities
of the Br− (NaBr)m clusters decreased almost monotonically with increasing cluster size. Previous studies demonstrated that, with the ESI-MS approach, the
distribution of alkali-halide clusters was influenced by
the drift field potential [44, 45]. A relatively high drift
potential may lead to the formation of magic number
clusters with high signal intensities. So we changed the
DOI:10.1063/1674-0068/26/06/729-738

voltage to 3.5 kV from 3.0 kV, and the expected magic
number was still not observed. However, another series appeared with weak signal/noise ratios when we decreased the drift voltage to 2 kV, as shown in Fig.2(b).
The isotopic features of the minor series are also well
resolved. In general, from the isotopic pattern of the
minor series, we can only identify how many atoms of
Br are present. This series could be due to solvent
molecules or some impurity compounds leaving from
previous experiments and beyond our scope here.
We did not observe the expected magic peak of
Br− (NaBr)4 in the mass spectrum, because these clusters were generated in solutions and we only used ESIMS to detect them in the gas phase. In other words,
the stability of the X− (NaX)n (X=Cl, Br) series in solutions is complicated, related to the nucleation processes, and is affected by many factors, such as their
intrinsic gas phase stability, thermodynamic nucleation
process, and kinetic processes in solution. Thus, it is
not very surprising that a specific cluster that has been
predicted to be particularly stable in the gas phase does
not appear as a magic peak using the ESI method.
People tend to believe that ESI can sample the solution phase species and reflect the solution phase compositions. Therefore, it is likely that Cl− (NaCl)4 and
c
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Cl− (NaCl)7 are more abundant in solutions but not for
Br− (NaBr)4 .
Laser vaporization [1], thermal ionization sources [7],
and other methods have been used to produce clusters
of alkali halides. These different methods may give different results due to the different growth mechanisms.
For instance, the mass pattern using laser vaporization
is dictated by the intrinsic cluster structures, while the
one generated from ESI is dependent on the solution
phase processes.

B. Structures

Some interesting questions naturally arise: what
are the structures of these series of Cl− (NaCl)n and
Br− (NaBr)m species? Furthermore, how does the cluster add alkali-halide (NaCl/NaBr) atoms sequentially?
To answer the above questions and unravel the structures of these species we observed, we conducted structural analysis using our modified systematic global
minimum search code coupled with density functional
methods.
As a typical ionic bonding crystal, the sodium chloride crystal has a rock salt (cubic) structure where
the Na or Cl ion is coordinated by six counterions
[2]. Similarly, the sodium chloride clusters with excess electrons also show a regular arrangement of alternating positive and negative ions. These clusters are
held together by the strong ionic bonds between ions
of opposite charges. Most of the clusters observed in
the experiment (Cl− (NaCl)n (n=1−11), Br− (NaBr)m ,
(m=1−8)) are calculated using a modified DFT-BH
method. For most sizes of n, m=1−8, the structures
of the global potential minima are the same for the
two species except the X− (NaX)2 clusters. The most
stable isomers and top low-lying isomers for each clusters Cl− (NaCl)n (n=1−11), Br− (NaBr)m (m=1−8) are
shown in Fig.3 and Fig.4.
It is found that the smaller clusters of Cl− (NaCl)n
n=1, 2 and Br− (NaBr)1 all possess linear D∞h structure (Fig.3 and Fig.4, I(a) and II(a)), which is in excellent agreement with all previous calculations [8, 17,
21, 46−49]. However, the Br− (NaBr)2 cluster possess
C2v symmetry with a Na−Br−Na bond angle of 174.75◦
using the B3LYP/CRENBL ECP level of theory. Highlevel theories are used to further confirm the findings
mentioned above. The X− (NaX)2 cluster, X=Cl, Br,
the other two bipyramidal isomers (Fig.4II (b)) and
the kite-like shape (Fig.4II (c)) possess high relative
energies, which are also in excellent agreement with
Boldyrev and Wang’s results using the genetic algorithm calculation [8, 21].
Both X− (NaX)3 and X− (NaX)4 clusters possess
fairly stable quasi-planar structures: one has a triangular structure (Fig.3 and Fig.4, III(a)) and the other
one has a rock salt structure (Fig.3 and Fig.4, IV(a)),
which are in agreement with the previous studies [8,
DOI:10.1063/1674-0068/26/06/729-738
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17, 49]. Although Br− (NaX)4 is not as prominent
as Cl− (NaCl)4 in the spectra, it still has a similar
structure (3×3×1). The global minimum geometry
of Cl− (NaCl)5 has been controversial: Bloomfield reported that the 3D cubic structure was the most stable
geometry [46], whereas the ionic potential method used
for geometries optimization by the Dugourd group [17]
found that the planar structure was the most stable.
Our modified searching code readily located the minimum energy structure, which possessed a 3D configuration (Fig.3 and Fig.4, V(a)). Overall, starting from the
n=5 cluster, the X− (NaX)n systems prefer 3D structures as their most stable form. The X− (NaX)6 cluster still resembles a cubic structure (Fig.3 and Fig.4,
VI(a)).
Notably, a stacked cubic structure appeared for the
n=6 cluster. As expected, the global minimum of the
X− (NaX)7 cluster (X=Cl, Br) showed a compact cubic terrace shape (Fig.3 and Fig.4, VII(a)), which possessed enhanced stability and was reflected in the spectra through a higher intensity. A quasi-3×3×1 structure with a cation missing from the center of a basal
plane was obtained as the ground state for X− (NaX)8 .
The absence of this cation induced a distortion of that
structure to an octagonal ring. It is interesting to note
that the n=9 cluster had threefold symmetry (trigonal
bipyramid) with an anionic Cl− atom inserted inside the
center ring. From n=10 upward, a column of hexagonal
rings appeared. The lowest-energy structures also had
rock salt structures for Cl− (NaCl)11 and the emergence
of cuboid-like rock salt features became apparent (Fig.3
XI(b)).
Overall, the global minimum structures showed several distinct motifs, which can be roughly classified
as linear chain, rock salt, and hexagonal ring. The
rock salt motif consistently dominated the crystalline
structures found at the cluster size of n=4, it’s a basic building block in several larger clusters with excess
electrons. The structure of Cl− (NaCl)7 cluster shows
compact cubic terrace shape, which is believed to possess enhanced stability. Furthermore, the outermost
electron is 8, showing pretty stable electron configuration. That’s probably the reason why Cl− (NaCl)4
and Cl− (NaCl)7 clusters show particularly abundant
features in the spectra.
This work also provides a perfect opportunity for the
modified DFT-BH code to search for global minima in
completely ionically bonded species. The first systematic global minimum search has been proven suitable
for these types of species, which is of importance when
considering their widespread existence.

C. Electronic properties

Systems with high electron affinities (EAs) play particularly important roles in the synthesis of unusual
chemical compounds [48]. As well known, halogen
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FIG. 3 The most stable structures and low-lying isomers of the Cl− (NaCl)n , (n=1−11) clusters are calculated at the
B3LYP/6-311+G∗ level of theory. The brown and green balls represent Na atoms and Cl atoms, respectively. For interpretation of the color in this figure legend, the reader can refer to the web version of this article.
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TABLE I Vertical detachment energies (VDEs) for the minimum energy isomer of Cl− (NaCl)1 and Cl− (NaCl)4 clusters at
various methods and in comparision with available experimental and theoretical results (in eV)∗ .
Cl− (NaCl)1
5.6−6.1
5.75 (0.92)
5.84 (0.91)
5.40
5.82
5.53
5.81

Method
Experiment [8]
ROVGF/tzv (+2df) [8]
ROVGF/6-311+G(2df) [8]
OVGF/6-311+G(2df)//MP2/6-31G
MP2/6-311+G(2df)//MP2/6-31G
MP2/6-311+G(2df)//B3LYP/6-311+G∗
OVGF/6-311+G(2df)//B3LYP/6-311+G∗
∗

Cl− (NaCl)4
7.0−7.8
7.30 (0.91)
7.28 (0.91)
7.05
7.44
7.12
7.24

Pole strengths are shown in parentheses.

atoms possess the highest EA value among the elements, 3.0−3.6 eV [50]; however, the EA value of a
polyatomic system may exceed the 3.6 eV atomic limit
due to the collective effects [48], and such systems are
known as superhalogens [51]. Keeping in mind that
the EAs are important characteristics for the thermochemical stability of the superhalogen groups, previous
studies reported that the ROVGF/6-311+(2df) method
worked rather well for Nax Cl− x+1 , x=1−4 [8]. The
agreement between the theory and experiment is excellent. We also checked the vertical detachment energies (VDEs) of the most stable structures using several theoretical techniques (Table I), and found that the
OVGF/6-311+G (2df)//B3LYP/6-311+G* method is
in excellent agreement for the VDEs compared with the
available theoretical data for the Nax Cl− x+1 , x=1−4,
clusters (Table II).
For the higher X− (NaX)n (X=Cl, Br, n=5−8) clusters, the VDEs are obtained using the same method.
Interestingly, the VDEs were not found to increase
with increasing cluster sizes; different processes were
observed at n=5 and n=7, suggesting that abnormal
values may attribute to the intrinsic structures: one
formed a 3D configuration, and the other tended to form
a compact terrace cuboid shape. Theoretical studies of
NaBr clusters are rather scarce: there are no directly
comparable theoretical results, except for the smallest
NaBr2 − cluster [21]. We employed the same theoretical
methods to study the VDEs of the Br− (NaBr)m species
and found a similar trend in the VDEs changes, which
are approximately 0.5 eV smaller than the Cl− (NaCl)n
clusters. The details are shown in Table II. The alkalihalides clusters may possess very high electron binding
energies due to the coordination of Cl− or Br− to the
electropositive Na+ in the ionic M+ X− molecule and
the delocalization of the extra charge.
The joint experimental and computational efforts
provide a pathway to discover alkali-halide clusters with
unique compositions. The high-resolution mass spectrometry provides an effective tool to probe the isotopic
features generated using the self-made ESI source. Due
to the transient nature of these gas-phase clusters and
DOI:10.1063/1674-0068/26/06/729-738

TABLE II Theoretically calculated VDE
X− (NaX)n , (X=Cl, Br; n=1−8) (in eV)∗ .
n

Cl− (NaCl)n
VDE
VDEb
5.6−6.1 5.84(0.91)
6.46
6.49(0.91)
6.3−7.2 6.68(0.91)
7.0−7.8 7.28(0.91)
a

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

c

VDE
5.805
6.394
6.62
7.241
6.584
7.301
7.009
7.984

for

the

Br− (NaBr)n
VDE
VDEb
VDEc
5.36 5.52(0.915) 5.502
6.065
6.232
6.705
6.205
6.85
6.539
7.058
a

∗

Pole strengths are shown in parentheses.
Experimental data came from Refs.[8, 21].
b
Calculated by the ROVGF/6-311+G(2df) method.
c
Calculated by OVGF/6-311+G(2df)//B3LYP/
6-311+G∗ levels of theory.
a

the properties of MS, structural information is difficult
to obtain experimentally. This limitation provides a
perfect opportunity for the modified DFT-BH code to
search for global minima in completely ionically bonded
species.
IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, we reported the sequential observation of alkali-halide species, (Cl− (NaCl)n (n=0−11)
and Br− (NaBr)m (m=0−8), and distinguished several magic numbers, demonstrating the feasibility of
the high-resolution APi-TOF-MS equipped with a selfmade ESI source in determining the composition and
charge state of small clusters. Different mass patterns
were observed for the Cl− (NaCl)n and its analogue
species Br− (NaBr)m , reflecting the subtle differences
in the solution phase nucleation processes for these two
salt solutions. To determine the energetics and structures of sodium halides clusters, a modified DFT-BH
c
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global minima searching code was used effectively. The
structures exhibited several distinct motifs, which can
be roughly classified as linear chains, rock salt, and
hexagonal rings. The most stable structures of rock
salt sheets, dominated in the crystalline structure, appeared in cluster size of n=4 and n=7. These clusters
possessed very high vertical detachment energies and
are generally called as superhalogens, and play important roles in chemistry.
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